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(14) lost his wife and daughter, in an attempt to help President Hwang Hyung Jin, is dispatched to the Yeosu Naval Base and
tasked with stopping the United States' missile base. As Jung Seok attempts to reach the base by boat, he accidentally activates a
nuclear submarine which is heading towards Yeosu. However, he is able to outrun the submarine and rendezvous with the U.S.
submarine and the two are able to escape. The submarine is caught by the South Korean Navy and is damaged. Jung Seok is able
to make his way to the Yeosu Naval Base and stop the South Korean missile attacks on the missile base. The North Korean
Army arrive and force Jung Seok to surrender. He is then taken prisoner and brought back to the army base where he learns that
Hwang Hyung Jin, the president, was kidnapped by the North Korean Army. As Jung Seok tries to find out what the purpose of
the North Korean Army's visit is, he learns that Hwang Hyung Jin has discovered the location of the other American base in the
Korean peninsula and also has found out the connection of the North Korean Army to it. The North Korean Army have also
discovered this information and their ships are heading towards Yeosu with orders to kill Jung Seok and President Hwang
Hyung Jin. As Jung Seok tries to find a way to escape from the North Korean Army and reach the U.S. submarine, he is able to
break free and escape the base. Once he escapes, he returns to Yeosu Naval Base and rescues President Hwang Hyung Jin. In a
last attempt to stop the South Korean Navy's missile attacks on the base, Jung Seok is able to detonate an EMP bomb on the
South Korean missile base. As the North Korean Army's forces arrive in Yeosu, Jung Seok and President Hwang Hyung Jin
escape to the U.S. submarine and wait for rescue. As the South Korean Navy forces arrives at the base, the North Korean Army
is destroyed by the EMP bomb and the submarine crew is able to rescue Jung Seok and President Hwang Hyung Jin. Cast Sung
Dong-il as Jung Seok Kim Young-ae as Jung Kyung-hee Park Jin-joo as Seo Jung-seok Kim Kap-soo as Lee Sung-hoon
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